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you can use cubase to record midi files. you can also add midi tracks to your project. cubase 5 for the mac is an excellent music creation tool. you can edit midi files and use them as instruments in your song. tempted to get a steinberg cc110, i find that the software doesn't do everything i want it to. for example: i can't mix with the cc110, i need the cc65. also, since i use 64 channels, i need to run the cc110 and the cc65 in separate
windows. and lastly, the cc110 is too small for a 128 channel mixer, and the cc65 is too big for my room. at the time, i was really fed up with the cc110, so i decided to buy the steinberg cc65. i couldn't get it anywhere. steinberg had no clue that cubase was released on the amiga. i ended up getting an old amiga 1200 that i was able to use to load cubase. at that time the steinberg dealer refused to help me with the cubase installation,
even though i had written them multiple times over the phone. i think that steinberg makes a good product, but they should realize that the cc110 is not a good product. it is a great controller, but it should not be the only controller in a cubase environment. i would like to see the cc110 in a new form, with a better screen and with a few more controller knobs. after reading the review, i have decided to get a cc110. now that i have the

steinberg cc110, i can't see myself getting another controller of any kind. i am tempted to get the steinberg cc65, but it just doesn't make sense to me to buy the cc110 and cc65. atari ste, running cubase, and edited with sequencer software. used for recording tracks, and then burnt to cd, with a sony md-r300es multitrack recorder. yamaha sy77 for keyboard, and used for lead vocals.
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